INT. WALGREEN’S PHARMACY - DAY

JENNY, an attractive woman in her 20’s wearing last night’s party clothes, approaches the counter. PAM, a friendly pharmacist in her late 30’s (maybe with a Southern accent), is standing at the counter to help her.

PAM
Hi sweetheart! Welcome to Walgreens Pharmacy! What can I do for you today?

JENNY (nervous)
Um...I’d like to get some...Plan B?

PAM
Plan B One-Step? Sure of course!

JENNY
Thanks.

PAM
Now, first we have to ask for some ID, to make sure you’re over 18...

JENNY
Oh, sure.

JENNY hands over her ID.

PAM
And then we ask if you’ve taken this medication before...

JENNY
Oh. Um, yes I have.

PAM
And then we have to ask...did you have FUN LAST NIGHT!? What?

PAM (super-excited)
Did you have FUN last night?!

JENNY
I don’t...
PAM
Was it your boyfriend or was it a new friend!? Spare no details!

JENNY
Do I have to tell you that?

PAM
I’ve seen you in here before! New guy or same guy?

JENNY
I-

PAM
-Was there a party? Did you go to a party?

JENNY
Sorry, can I just have the pill?

PAM
Did the condom break or did you just forget a condom? Sometimes, in the heat of the moment, you just don’t remember.

JENNY
We wore a condom-

PAM
-And guys don’t like wearing them! And then it’s like, when you finally get out the condom, you put it on backwards first, and then you have to take it off, and blow on it to see which way is right?

JENNY
I guess I do do that.

PAM
Condoms take all the passion out! I totally understand! So was it good? Was it passionate? Did it fulfill your dreams?

JENNY
It was just a drunken mistake.

PAM
YEAH it was! A sexy, dirty, co-ed mistake! God love you. I remember (MORE)
PAM (cont’d)
those days. I used to party all the time, but back then we didn’t have Plan B, we just had Plan A! Have the baby and ruin your life! Where was the party?

JENNY

I-

PAM
-Did he have nice abdominals? Did you guys play music?

JENNY

I need to go-

PAM
-Did you guys play Ginuwine’s Pony? Last time I had sex, we played Ginuwine’s Pony.

JENNY

Look, I-

PAM
-How much did you drink!? Did you do shooters? Gin? Beer and Clamato? Did you drink through a straw or via jello shot? Did you use massage oil? Did you burn a Cinnamon Apple candle because it’s Fall?

JENNY

Okay, STOP! Please! Isn’t there some sort of law prohibiting you from asking me these questions? Can’t you just give me the medication? This is crazy!

Beat. PAM realizes how inappropriate she’s being.

PAM

Oh my god. I am so sorry. I did it again. Pam, you DID IT again. Ugh, I am so stupid. I get so chatty sometimes, and I don’t even realize it!

JENNY

It’s okay.
PAM

Please don't tell my manager. I will ring up your Plan B One-Step right away. It'll be $50.

JENNY

Thank you.

PAM grabs Plan B from under the counter and begins to put it in a bag. JENNY starts to look for cash in her purse.

PAM

(as she's bagging)

It's just...I have a sad life.

JENNY

Oh Jesus.

PAM

All my kids have gone to college! And I'm divorced! All I do is give people medication all day! Foot fungus, skin rashes, gout. Nothing exciting ever happens. And I haven't had sex in eight years! So when someone asks for something interesting, I get such a thrill! There's only so much 50 Shades of Gray and a chocolate bar can do...

JENNY

(Leaving cash/taking the bag)

Okay. You know what? Fine. I went to a Pimps and Hoes theme party. I drank Lime-A-ritas. We listened to 90's R&B, and I boned a guy named Tony in the coat closet while listening to "Back Dat Ass Up." I used a condom, but I'm taking this to be safe. Okay? Goodbye!

JENNY storms out and exits. We SLOW FADE as PAM yells after her...

PAM

But where was the party?!! What kind of coat closet? Did anybody catch you?! Tony sounds Italian. Is Tony Italian? Did you do it on YOUR coats? What are Lime-A-ritas?!!

(OUT)